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ViBE for Data
Bandwidth Management is a real issue for business looking to make the 
most of the network they have. Whether to ensure applications such 
as Voice and Video are handled in Real Time or prioritising specific 
applications that your business relies on. 

Whilst there are solutions for this they require expensive networks such as MPLS or 
equally expensive specialist equipment. ViBE is the solution that delivers what you need 
cost effectively to ensure you bandwidth is managed correctly and used to its maximum 
capability to give your business the edge. 

ViBE can deliver you the Bandwidth Management tools you need enabling Real Time 
applications to operate as they should whilst assigning the priority you require to your 
other data traffic types. ViBE delivers our own version of MPLS which we call VPLS 
allowing prioritisation of the applications you need for your business. 

ViBE for Data delivers the following end user benefits:
1. A true VPN running patented QOS which is delivered at byte level versus Packet level. 

Truly scalable from 1 – 100,000 end points.

2. VPLS which allows defined traffic types to be assigned different priority levels will 
manage all of the traffic flow through the bandwidth. VPLS will operate over any 
type of bandwidth enabling you to turn your standard Broadband circuit into fully 
functional prioritised bandwidth serving your company’s specific needs.

3. Full Encryption using 128 bit AES standard encryption with the capability of 
additional security measures running simultaneously

4. Full Failover capability for your traffic. ViBE can establish secondary connections 
within around a second over any type of bandwidth it has access to, including 3/4G 
circuits which can be bonded together to deliver usable emergency bandwidth

5. RAIN mode which allows for the duplication of traffic over multiple lines (including 
standard broadband circuits). Failover in RAIN mode is instantaneous , without users 
even aware that there is a network issue
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To find out more about ViBE for 
Data call: +44 (0) 1473 359811 or 
email: sales@voipex.co.uk

ViBE for Data delivers the following end user 
benefits - continued:
6. Bonding. ViBE can Bond multiple lines to increase available 

bandwidth, increase resilience or for failover. VIBE will monitor 
all lines and in the event of a circuit dropping below pre-set 
thresholds then ViBE will take the circuit out of service and 
only reintroduce it when the circuit returns to the required 
standard. Can be used for providing fail-over on Fibre through 
Bonded DSL

7. Increased performance. VIBE reduces the packets per second 
over your network reducing the loading onto routers and other 
devices enabling to operate at their maximum efficiency

8. Voice. ViBE ensures that if there is Voice traffic on the network 
it is treated and prioritised in REAL TIME. ViBE delivers Header 
Removal enabling up to 100 calls per 1MB of bandwidth whilst 
ensuing the integrity of the call Codec through our patented 
QOS

9. Real Time Statistics. ViBE delivers real time information on 
your underlying network showing you the true picture of how 
your bandwidth is performing and bandwidth in use. All of 
this is available through the ViBE GUI and also through SNMP 
compatible outputs

 

ViBE delivers a fully scalable and secure VPN solution enabling 
you to use existing bandwidth and “upgrade” its capabilities 
through the use of VPLS to the equivalent of a MPLS network. All 
of this can be done whilst adding resiliency and security to your 
network to ensure it delivers what your organisation requires.

ViBE Data solutions come in either Managed Service options 
through Voipex Authorised Resellers or Stand-alone solutions for 
you to install into your own Network. 

ViBE is simple to install and manage and simply overlays your 
existing technology and networks to deliver the competitive 
advantage.

For more information on the ViBE components 
required to create the solution for your 
organisation please contact Voipex.
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Typical ViBE delivery customer premises 
and remote sites


